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Wife's Right To Recovery For Loss Of Consortium Due To The Negligent Injury Of Her Husband

Baldwin v. State

Plaintiff's husband sustained injuries when the truck he was operating was struck by the defendant's railway locomotive. Plaintiff and her husband brought suit alleging that the defendant was negligent in the operation of the locomotive. The husband sought to recover for personal injuries sustained, while the plaintiff-wife sought to recover for the loss of the consortium of her husband. Upon motion of the defendants, the trial court dismissed the complaint of the plaintiff-wife. On appeal, the Supreme Court of Vermont affirmed the lower court and held that the plaintiff-wife had no right to recover for loss of consortium due to the negligent injury of her husband.

Consortium is the "conjugal fellowship of husband and wife, and the right of each to the company, co-operation, affection, and aid of the other in every conjugal relation." Although this definition implies that this right is reciprocal between the spouses, the law has failed to accord husband and wife equal treatment where there has been a loss of consortium caused by a defendant's negligence. While a husband is allowed to sue for loss of consortium due to the negligent injury of his wife, the majority of the courts deny the wife the same cause of action when her husband has been negligently injured.

1. 215 A.2d 492 (Vt. 1965).
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Without reviewing any of the historical development of the law, the Baldwin court recognized that "There is no dispute that at common law a married woman had no right of action to sue for the loss of consortium of her husband." While a majority of the courts have accepted this interpretation of the common law, it has not been undisputed. Some courts which hold that the wife has no right of action base their conclusions on the fact that at common law, husband and wife were one, and "he was the one." All that belonged to the wife prior to the marriage became the husband's upon marriage. In addition to not being able to enter into a contract, the wife's services, like those of any servant, became the property of the husband, the loss of which he could recover from those responsible. In effect, the wife assumed the "degraded position . . . [of] a combination vessel, chattel, and household drudge. . . ." Consequently, the wife was not permitted to recover for the loss of her husband's services, the explanation being "that the inferior [has] no kind of property in the company, care or assistance of the superior, as the superior is held to have in those of the inferior, and therefore the inferior can suffer no loss or injury." Despite the fact that consortium "includes, in addition to material services, elements of companionship, felicity and sexual intercourse, all welded into a conceptualistic unity," these cases proceed on the theory that material services, not "sentimental injuries," are the predominant factor for which compensation is given. Thus, having found that the common law allowed the wife no property right in her husband's services, they conclude that the wife has no right of action for loss of consortium at common law.
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In addition to acknowledging the common law doctrines, the Baldwin court also dismissed the plaintiff-wife's action because she failed to allege "a breach of duty owing to her alone." The defendant's duty to use reasonable care was only owing to the plaintiff's husband, and "a right to a recovery in negligence does not accrue to a plaintiff derivatively." Some courts have denied a wife recovery for loss of consortium on the ground that injury to the wife is too indirect and, therefore, not compensable in negligence. This rationale has been rejected by other courts for two reasons: first, this statement of causation may not be the general rule in the particular jurisdiction; second, the same rule, if valid, would deny the husband a similar action and, thereby, conflict with the common law. The Vermont court, which permits a husband to recover in a similar action, justified its inconsistent position and refusal to grant the wife an equivalent recovery in the instant case on the grounds that survival of the husband's cause of action since the enactment of the Married Women's Act (Married Women's Property Act) has been by "acquiescence and not because it has withstood critical analysis." Quoting Justice Schaefer's dissent in Dini v. Naiditch, the Baldwin court refused to grant the wife a cause of action merely to 'be consistent with an "outworn common-law cause of action."' While those who favor judicial restraint may commend the Vermont court's reluctance to grant the wife a cause of action, the inconsistency still exists. Some courts have resolved the problem by also denying the husband a cause of action.

Until 1950, all of the American courts which had been confronted with this question, except for two which were subsequently reversed, held that a wife has no cause of action for loss of consortium resulting from a negligent injury to her husband. In that year the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in Hitaffer v. Argonne Co. rendered a lengthy opinion which reviewed and analyzed all the case law on this question and held that despite "the unanimity of authority elsewhere denying the wife recovery," "a wife has a cause of action for loss of consortium due to a negligent injury to her own person."
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husband.' Since *Hitaffer*, the courts have not been unanimous in denying a wife a cause of action. Two federal courts 30 and eight states 31 have adopted the *Hitaffer* result. On the other hand, twenty-three jurisdictions have continued to deny recovery to a wife. 32 However, many of the courts which reject the *Hitaffer* result admit the inadequacy of the common law rule but leave any necessary change to their legislatures. 33

Proponents of the common law rule defend their position on various grounds. They state that at common law the wife had no right to the services of her husband, irrespective of her incapacity to sue; therefore, the passing of the Married Women's Act did not create a new right in the wife, but merely removed certain common law disabilities. 34 In effect, she still cannot sue for loss of consortium. They argue that granting the wife a right of action will result in "double-recovery." The husband, when negligently injured, may sue for all the injuries he has sustained, including his inability to provide for and associate with his wife. Allowing the wife to sue will permit her to "recover from the same wrongdoer the damages she has sustained for the same injuries which her husband may recover for and out of which recovery he is presumed to support and care for her." 35 They point out that the wife's injuries, which they label "sentimental," are too remote and consequential to be capable of measure, as opposed to the husband's injuries (loss of services), which are material and measurable. 36 They stress the point that to recognize a wife's right to recovery at this late date would be a usurpation of the legislative
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Lastly, they argue that to permit the wife a right of recovery will broaden a defendant’s scope of duty and liability to persons to whom his actions were not directed. Not only will the defendant now be liable to the wife for damages, but the “door may be opened” to children and other members of the family.

The jurisdictions which permit the wife a cause of action remain unconvinced that the common law rule should be followed and criticize the “specious and fallacious reasoning” employed by those courts which uphold it. They reject the contention that the wife has no right of consortium since the passing of the Married Women’s Act, because this contention is based on the premise that loss of services is the predominant factor in an action for loss of consortium. Consistently maintaining that consortium constitutes more than material services, the “double-recovery” argument is discarded as “merely a convenient cliché for denying the wife’s action for loss of consortium.” That material services are an element of consortium is not denied, but the “simple mathematics” of deducting from the wife’s damages any compensation given to the husband in his action for the impairment of his ability to support will prevent double-recovery.

The contention that the wife’s injuries, which courts label “sentimental” since they do not include loss of material services, are too remote and consequential to be capable of measure is regarded as unsupportable when one recognizes that the husband is allowed a recovery for the same type of injuries. The husband’s recovery in his action for loss of consortium includes “sentimental injuries” as well as material services. Were the contention correct, “in both cases the damages for the sentimental elements would be too remote and con-
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sequential; and yet we do not apply such a rule in the husband's action. 48

Most of these arguments for and against the wife's right to recovery for loss of consortium have been propounded ad infinitum. Recently, however, a new argument based on the Constitution of the United States has been presented by the courts to support the position for allowing the wife the right to recover. In Clem v. Brown, 49 Judge Hitchcock's bitter and sarcastic opinion held that the common law rule, which denies a wife a cause of action for loss of consortium but allows her husband the same cause of action, is a violation of the equal protection clause 50 of the Constitution. The rationale of Judge Hitchcock was as follows: equal protection of the laws requires that all persons similarly situated be treated alike, although differences in treatment are permissible where there is a basis for those differences reasonably related to the purpose which state laws, rules and regulations seek to accomplish. The underlying premise upon which the common law rule existed, a husband's superiority or proprietary interest in his wife, no longer exists. To continue to disallow the wife's cause of action would be to violate the Constitution. 51 Although the tone of Judge Hitchcock's opinion reflected his dissatisfaction with the Supreme Court's recent interpretations of the fourteenth amendment concerning federal-state authority, the legal implications of Clem v. Brown are far reaching. While not applicable in those states which have also denied the husband's right to sue, the equal protection clause may be the catalyst which eventually compels acceptance of the Hitaffer result in a majority of states.

The Maryland Court of Appeals is in direct accord with the Baldwin court in the principal case. In Coastal Tank Lines v. Canoles, 52 the court rejected the Hitaffer holding and affirmed an earlier Maryland decision, Emerson v. Taylor, 53 denying the wife a cause of action for loss of her husband's consortium due to the defendant's negligence. The rationale of the court is quite susceptible to attack by those who advocate allowing the wife her cause of action. The court mentioned that Hitaffer had not been followed by any court of last resort. 54 This is no longer true 55 and, as recently recognized by the court in Nicholson v. Blanchette, 56 "while this statement was true when written, Prosser tells us that 'around 1958 something of a current of support for the Hitaffer case set in, and since that date the trend has been definitely in the direction of approval.'" 57
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The Canoles court felt that the earlier Maryland decision, even "if not correctly decided on principle, is supported by the overwhelming weight of authority, ancient and modern." Bound by Emerson and impressed by the scarcity of divergent authority, the court refused to give much weight to "arguments based on abstract theory and logical symmetry." Today, however, the authorities are in fact significantly divided, such that "arguments based on abstract theory and logical symmetry" should be given a higher degree of consideration.

The Canoles court's reluctance to give any weight to the logical arguments was undoubtedly caused by its adherence to the doctrine of stare decisis. While few question the importance of stare decisis, it seems equally important to prevent today's law from being decided upon bygone principles. The female today is no longer in the "degraded position . . . [of] a combination vessel, chattel, and household drudge . . ." Her common law disabilities have long been abolished. She is, in effect, equal before the eyes of the law, and she should be given equal treatment. To have reversed earlier decisions and allowed the wife a cause of action in Canoles would not have been a new legal technique for the court. As the Court of Appeals has stated on prior occasions, "when the reason behind a rule ceases to exist, the rule itself will no longer apply."

The Canoles court relied heavily on the case of Best v. Samuel Fox, Ld., an English decision, which, in denying the wife a cause of action, employed the reasoning that a negligent defendant's duty does not extend to remote consequences affecting third parties. Maryland's negligence law supports the same results concerning a defendant's liability to remote third persons. But the court failed to satisfactorily deal with the inconsistency of not limiting the defendant's liability where the wife is the negligently injured party and the husband is suing. Instead, the Maryland court quotes Lord Porter's comment in Best that "the common law is a historical development rather than a logical whole, and the fact that a particular doctrine does not logically accord with another or others is no ground for its rejection."

Actually, however, Lord Porter's broad statement could have been just as easily used to justify allowing the wife a cause of action in spite of
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the Maryland negligence rule. For example, the Georgia courts agree with the Maryland negligence rule but also allow the wife a cause of action for loss of consortium due to the negligent injury of her husband.

Authors of treatises and articles, as well as the courts, are in disagreement as to whether the wife's cause of action for loss of consortium due to the negligent injury of her husband should be allowed, but the majority support allowing the wife the action. While the arguments advanced are impressive for both sides, the better result is to allow the wife to recover. Those who agree with Hitaffer, but await legislative action, must remember that it is within the tradition of the courts to create additional legal remedies without waiting for the legislature.

But in Maryland the possibility of judicial change on this issue has been made difficult. In order to change the law today the Court of Appeals would not only have to overrule the 1918 case of Emerson v. Taylor, but also the 1955 Canoles decision. While one might well argue that due to significant changes in the social status of women since 1918 stare decisis need no longer be heeded regarding the Emerson case, the change since 1955 has certainly not been substantial enough to warrant a complete reversal in policy. To overrule Canoles now would threaten the vitality of stare decisis in Maryland. Perhaps, therefore, relief at this point should only come from the legislature. The reason supporting the wife's right of recovery should be as persuasive to the legislature as they have been to some courts. Consequently, it is suggested to the Maryland legislature that it change the law and make "what is sauce for the gander . . . sauce for the goose." However, if the argument that the common law rule constitutes a denial of equal protection is valid, the Canoles decision must be reversed, notwithstanding the principle of stare decisis.

Establishment of a defendant's duty to a wife can easily be accomplished:

There is a duty if the court says there is a duty; the law, like the Constitution, is what we make it. Duty is only a word with which we state our conclusion that there is or is not to be liability; it necessarily begs the essential question. When we find a duty, breach and damage, everything has been said. The word serves a useful purpose in directing attention to the obligation to be imposed upon the defendant, rather than the causal sequence of events; beyond that it serves none. In the decision whether or not there is a duty, many factors interplay: the hand of history, our ideas as to where the loss should fall. In the end the court will decide whether there is a duty on the basis of the mores of the community, "always keeping in mind the fact that we endeavor to make a rule in each case that will be practical and in keeping with the general understanding of mankind."
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